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A c!ass of splines of eveI? degree k = Zr and contiwity order %’ that match the 
derivarives cp to order a at the knots of a uniform partition are studied for 
r = 1, 2, 3. AZ and 5. The simple direct formulas obtained can be appiied :o quad- 
rat ures. 0: 1990 hcademic Press. inc. 
1. INTR~DLCTI~N 
Recently-, El Tarazi and Sallam [33 have constructed an interpolatory 
quartic spline which matches the first and second derivatives of a gives 
5Lnction at the knots. 
In this paper we extend that work, studying a c!ass of splines of eves 
degree k = 2x and continuiry order $9” that match the derivatives up to the 
order x at the knots of a uniform partition far B = 1,2: 3, 4, and 5. The 
reason for restricting ourselves to even-degree splines is that the formulas 
obtained are explicit. There are no linear systems to solve. 
In Section 2 we study the construction, existence, uniqueness, and errOr 
bounds for the proposed splines. In Section 3 some conjectures relating 
these different splines are stated. Finally, in Section 4 we apply these splines 
to quadratures. Both theory and numerical results show the method to Se 
efficient. 
2. SPLINES OF DEGREE 2,4, 0: 8, OAT 10 
We construct here a class of interpolating splines of degree ic, for 
k = 2,4, 5, 8, and 10. YX error estimates for these splines are also represen- 
ted. Since all cases considered are similar, detaiis are given only for the case 
of degree k = 6. 
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Let (xi, i = 0, 1; . . . . N+ I> be a uniform partition of [O, 11. Set 
12 = xi+, -xi for i = 0, 1, . . . . N. (gi” stands for g”‘(x,), i = 0, 1, . . . . N+ 1 and 
I’= 0, 1: . . . .) We have the following cases: 
2.1. Spline of Degree 2 
Given the real numbers J;’ (i = 0, 1, . . . . N+ 1) and fO, there exists a 
unique spline S(X) E %’ [O, 1 ] of degree 2 (a polynomial of degree 2 in each 
subinterval [xi, -xi+ i]) such that 
5; Zfj (i=O, 1, . ..) N+ 1) 
50 =f0. 
(1) 
For a fixed ie (0, 1, . . . . Xj, set x=-xii th, 0 < f < 1. In [xi, xi+ i] the spline 
s(x) of degree 2 satisfying (1) is 
S(X)=5jAo(t)+sj+,A,(tj+hf,‘A2(t) (2) 
with 
A,(t)= -P+ I, A,(,f) = t’, A,(t)== -t2+ f, (3) 
where s, (i= 1. 2, . . . . , N+ 1) are easily computed throughout the recurrence 
formula 
2(-si_,+si)=h(f;l_,+fi’), JCI =.h 
In this case we have, for any XE [O: 11: the error bounds 
WIYx)-f(‘+ “(X)1 d (4),-r;;(;-2r)! !ff3)ll,, r=o, 1 
Is(x) -.f(*~)l 6 s ll.P3)ll x 
provided f~ g3[0, 11. (Details are given for the similar case k = 6. j 
2.2. Spline of Degree 4 
(4) 
(5) 
This particular case is included, with slightly different assumptions (fv+ I 
is given instead off” ,v+ i ), in the work of El Tarazi and Sallam [3]. Given 
the real numbers f:, fy (i=O: 1: . . . . N+ 1): and fO, there exists a unique 
spline s(x) E %“[O, 1] of degree 4 (a polynomial of degree 4 in each szbk- 
tervai [x;. xi+ 1 1) such that 
For a i&d in (0, 1 ( . . . . N).setx=.~i+th,06:61.fnTx!..~~i+I]thes~iir,e 
s(.Y) of degree 4 satisfying (6) is 
s(x) = s,Ao(t) $ s, + 1 A,(t)+h[j,‘A2(:;+JCi’_iA,(t)! +,h2J<.“A4{tJ i ‘i : 
with 
A,(r)= 3t”-4t3+ 1 
A,(:)= -3t4+4r3 
A,(t) = 2&3t3+ j  !g; 
A,(j) = j"- $3 
,4,(t) = ( i” - 2r’ + j'j~2, 
where si (i = I, 2: ..‘: N + 1) are easily computed throughotit the recurrence 
formula 
We have in this case: for any .X E [O, 11, the error bonds 
provided f E % ‘[O, 11. (Details are given for the similar case k = 6. ) 
2.3. Spike oJf Degrer 0 
Given the real numbers A.‘. fy, f i3’ (i= 0, i. ~..: ?i-+ I), and fz, there 
exists a unique spline s(x) E GTT~[O, l] of degree 5 (a polynomial of degre= 
6 in each subinterval [xi, xi+,]) such that 
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Indeed we can express any polynomial p(t) in [0, l] of degree 6 in terms 
of its values at 0 and 1, its first and second derivatives at 0 and 1, and its 
third derivative at 0, 
To determine A,, A,, . ..) Ah, we write the above equality for 
p(t) = 1, t: t*, . ..) t6. We get the linear system 
&+A, = 1 
A,+A,+ A, t 
‘4, +2A,+2A,+ 2A5 =t2 
Al +3A, + 6A,+6A6=t3 
A, +4A, +12A5 =t” 
A, + 5A, +ZOA, = tj 
A, +6A, +30Aj =t6. 
Solving this simple system we get 
A,(t) = - lot6 + 24t’ - 15t4 + 1 
A,(t) = lot6 - 24tj + 15t4 
Al(t)= -6t6+ 15t5- 10t4+ t 
A3(t)= -4t6 +9tS -5t4 
A4(t)= ( -3t6 + 8t5 -6t”+ t*)/2 
A,(t)=( t6 -2t’ +t4)/2 
A,j(t) = ( -t6 + 3t’ - 3t” + t3)/6. 
(12) 
Now for a fixed i E (0, 1, . . . . IV}, set x = xi + th, 0 < t < 1. In [xi, xi7 i] the 
spline s(x) of degree 6 satisfying ( 11) is 
S(x)=siA~(t) + Ii+ ,A,(t) + hCfi’A2(t) +.L+ IAs(~)I 
+ h’[flA,(t) +fil,, A,(t)] + h?fj3)A6(t). (13) 
We have a similar expression for s(x) in [xi-,, x;]. Since s(x)~%~[O, 11 
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so sf311,-, I<-. j=s i3)(x;) (i= 1: 2, . . . . N) and 3’3’(x;+;) = “.!’ .i .,i: lead to the 
recurrence formula 
!20( -si- ! -5 si)= 60k(fi'p L +f;') -I- 12.hi:'fj" I - Ji", 
+ h3(f!3: L-(3! r-1 +J 1 1, Sg=Js. f
<. I ,< . ;L7! 
In order to give an error bound for the above spline and its derivatives, 
we recall first the following result due to Ciariet et ai :2], 
Let g E %2m[0, h] be given. Let prm _ I be the unique Hermite interpoia- 
tion polynomial of degree 2m - 1 that matches g and its first ix - L 
&rivati\res gcr’ at 0 and h. Then 
- leq,x)i < h”[X(h x)]“‘-“G I!< :, 
r! (2m -2r)! ' 
!‘= 0, I, . ..~ m; 0 6 3; 6 h: ii-,:-! 
where 
The bounds in (i5.1) are best possible for r = 0 only. For some values 0:’ 
sz (m = 2 and m = 3) optimal error bounds on the derivatives e”‘(.x\ do 
exist (see Birkhoff and Priver [l], or Varma and Howell [4]f. 
Now we go back to our spline. Notice that is [x;, A::- ij (i= 0, I, .~.= Nj. 
s’(x) is the Hermite interpolation polynomial of degree 5 matching j”‘= j”. 
J ,p’3’ at xi and xitl, so for any x E [xi, x/+ 11 we have [using ( 15.‘1] with 
~3: = 3? g = f': and pS = s’] 
It follows then that 
with 4 = (x - x,);‘h. Therefore for any x E [O, i 1 we have 
provided f~ g7[01 I]. Integrating over [O: x] (for r = 0), using z(O) = .,f(O), 
we obtain 
h5 
IS(X) -f(x)1 6 - 4l.6! 
iif"':! r. 
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2.4. Spline of Degree 8 
Given the real numbers fi: fi”, fi”, fi”’ (i = 0, 1, . . . . N+ l), and fO, there 
exists a unique spline s(x) E ?Z4[0, 1 ] of degree 8 (a polynomial of degree 
8 in each subinterval [x~, xi+r]) such that 
s; = fi’, sl’ = fy: p = fi3’: p = fi”’ (i=O, 1 ) . ..) iv+ 1) 
so =fo. (16) 
For a fixed i E (0, 1, . . . . N}, set x = xi+ th, 0~ t d 1. In [xi, xi+,], the 






A,(t) = -35t* + 120t’- 140t6 + 56tj 
A*(t) = 20P - 70t’ + 84P - 35t5 + t 
A3(t) = 15P - 50t’ + 56t6 - 21 t5 
A4( t) = (lot8 - 36t’ + 45t6 - 20ts + t2)/‘2 (18) 
A5(t) = ( -5t8 + 16t’ - 17t6 + 6t5)/2 
L&(t)= ( 4t8 - 15t7 + 20t6 - lot5 + t’)/6 
AT(t)= ( t* -3t7 +3t6 -t’):/6 
A*(t)= ( t* -4t’ +6t6 -4t’+ t”)/24, 
where si (i = 1, 2, . . . . N + 1) are easily computed using 
formula 
1680(-sip I + si) = 840h(fi’- I + fi’) + lSOh’(f,” i - fi”) 
+20h3(f13’I+f13))+h4(fj4),-f14)), 




Is ‘r+l)(-~)-f”+“(X)l d (4j4&r;, (8-2rj! lf(9'llx, r = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 
(20) 
IS -f(x)1 G gg llf(9'li ;c 
provided f E g9[0, 11. (Details are given for the similar case k = 6.) 
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Given the real numbers j”/- A.“, j”:“. .fi!‘, f:.” (i=O, i: ,I~i -V-I- I), and f2, 
there exists a unique spline s(x) E%j[O, 13 of degree LO (a poiynomial zf 
degree 10 in each subinterval [xi, x- ,I j such that 
For a f;,xed i E (0. 1. . . . . IV], set x = xi + th: 0 6 t 6 1. In [s,, I! + i; the spii~e 
S(x) of degree 10 satisfying (21) is 
A,( !) = - 126r’” + 560t9 - 945~’ f 720:’ - 210r” -+ L 
Ai(;) = 126t” - 560t’ -+ 945t’ - 720t’ + 210:” 
A2(:)= -70r’“+3!5t’-540te+4201’- l26i”f: 
A ;(l j = - 56t” + 245t9 - 405t’ -t 3OOr’ - $4i” 
A,(t) = (-35t” + 160tg - 280tS t 224:’ - 70;” $ {“),‘2 i 
‘4,(T) = ( Zlt’” - 90:9 + 145P - 104:’ f ze;“j;2 
A,(;j= (-15P + 70tg - 126t’ + !Ojt’ - 35~’ + r’j;6 
A:(!)=‘( -6t” +25tg -39t” +27;’ e-7:,6: r; ,: b 
A8(;j= ( -jtic +24t9 -4jf8 +@f’ _ i5;“+ t4):!24 
4(f)= ( 
[l” -4t9 +6tS -4:’ ;,/ + t” i ,24 
plic(?)= ( -f’” f5[9 -lop f 10;’ -&“+ f’),:i2$ 
where S; (i= 1: 2: ..~~ ;V+ 1) are easily computed throughout the recurrence 
formula 
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We have in this case, for any XE [0, 11, the error bounds 
Is ‘r+l’(-~)-f’r+l)(-~)I 4(4)i~.;!L;T;;~2r)! Ilf(l”ll;c~ r = 0: 1, 2, 3: 4: 5 
(25) 
IS(~) -f(x)l G & Ilf (11”1 cc 
provided f~ V”[O, 11. (Details are given for the similar case k = 6.) 
3. CONJECTURES 
Consider Table I obtained from (3), (8), and (12) after factorization. It 
is easily seen that the polynomials A,, A,, A,, and A, follow a specific 
simple pattern according to which, for case k = 8, we should expect 
A,, A,, A,, A,, and A, to be 
A,(t)= (t- 1)4(35t4+20t3+ lOt’+4t+ 1) 
A,(t)=;(t-1)“(20t3+10r2+41+1) 




2 -(/-l)(t+l) -+w 
4 (f- 1)2(3f2i2t+ 1) &1)‘(21fl) 
6 -(r-l)3(10r3+6tz+3r+ 1) -f+ t)‘(6r2+3r+ 1) -~(r-*)‘(3r+l) -~(r-ljz 
EVES-DEGREE SPLINES 2 6.: 
which is correct. The factor (35t4 +20t’+ lOt’+tt+ I ) is deduced frx~ 
(loi’+6r’$3t+!) as follows: 4=!+3, iO=i+3+~j~ 20=1$3-g 
6$10, and 35=1+4+10+20, Now from (31, (8). (121, and (!8), after 
factorization. ;ve have Table II. A,, A1, A j, and A, fo!low a specific patter2 
but it is more diffkult to see. In fact one should Srst compute At = I - AC 
and then start to deduce the other polynomials. For the case k = 8 we kd 
LT ina? 
120 = (25 x 8)/l, 140 = (35 x 8 $2: 56 = (21 x 8f,f3 
35 = ( 5 x 7)/i, 21=( 6x’Tj;2. 
To see this more clearly consider the case k = 10. Fran (23). after 
factorization. we have 
A!(f) = g (I- 1)0(i26t’-560t’t 94jt'- 720r + 210) = l- Ao(t) 
A,(t)= -~(t-l)‘(56t’-189t’+216t-54) 
A,(t) = $-l)Z(21tZ-4*t+28: 
AT(t)= -$- 1)3(6t-7) 
\ A,r,t!= g (t- 1)“. 
TABLE II 
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Now let us note the following: 
560 = (56 x 10)/l, 
189 = (21 x 9)/l, 
48 = (6 x 8)/l, 
720 = (216 x lO)j3, 
84 = (28 x 9)/3, 
945 = (189 x 10)/2, 
216 = (48 x 9)/2, 
28 = (7 x 8)/2, 
210 = (84 x 10)/4. 
From (4), (9), (14), (19), and (24) we see that the coeffkients (from left to 
right) involved in these recurrence formulas follow the pattern 
k 
2 2!/1! l!/(O! l!) 
4 4!/2! 3!/(1! l!) 2!/(0! 2!) 
6 6!/3! 5!/(2! I!) 4!/(1! 2!) 3!,!(0! 3!) 
8 , 8!/4! 7!/‘(3! l!) 6!/(2! 2!) j!/( l! 3!) 4! (O! 4!) 
! 4!) S!/(O! j!) 10 10!/5! 9!/(4! l!) 8!‘(3! 2!) 7!/(2! 3!) 6!(1 
Finally, it is clear that (5), (lo), (15), (20), and (25 
pattern. 
) follow a simple 
4. APPLICATIOS 
As an interesting application, the above splines constitute a new class of 
numerical quadrature rules since they allow us to approximate 
f(x) = j-If’(t) dt in [Ia, bl, (26) 
an integral which appears often in statistics when computing distributions. 
Notice that (4) applied to the function f given in (26), is the classical 
trapezoidal rule, while (9), (14), (19), and (24) are the classical trapezoidal 
rules with end correction. 
We applied all of the above formula on 
r.x 
f(x)=Jl dti’(t+ 1) in [l, 51. 
EVEN-DEGREE SI’LINES 
1 h.9E-02 6.1E-03 6.2E-04 6.8505 ?.SE-06 
5 8.2E-03 9.7E-05 1.5506 Z.jE-^JFj L$.iE-iO ., 
10 - CE-0-j -._I 8.9E-06 4.2E-08 :.?E-‘LO !.:E-;: 
15 i.2E.03 2.OE-06 4.Z09 :.ZE-l!, ?T?z ‘4 -_LL-i 
210 GE-04 6.8E-07 8.8E-10 
1F L^  I,“z-IL 2.7E-ij 
25 -L4E-34 2.9E-07 2.5E-!O 2.S13 &DE-! C ” Iti 
30 ?.:E-S4 1.5E-07 8.6E-!! 6.3E-14 j,JE-16 
For each case we first computed si (i = 1: 2. .,.~ S-k I f by the corresponding 
recurrence formula. Then we computed the value of six) at iv equaily 
spaced points in each subinterval [xi7 .yi + 1 1 (t = 0. I7 . . . . W) by i:s corre- 
sponding expression. [For instance, for k = 5, : 19 ) is first used, then f I7 j. 1 
This was done on a personal computer using a simple Basic program in 
double precision. When dealing with polynomials, nested fcrm may reduce 
the effect of round-off errors. [QX“ + a3x3 + minx’ 1 alx + aD in nested farm 
is (((LQX + a3) x t q)x + Ol)X $ a,,] 
Table ITT of bounds for the actual error shows the method to be efkti~ve 
and confirms :he theoretical results. 
5. cosTcLLwo:~ 
We have studied the existence and uniqueness of E class of splines of 
even degree that match the derivatives at the knots to a given order., 
obtaining direct simple formulas. Error estimates were derived which, 
together with the numerical results, showed the method to be effkien:. 
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